Review of literature on chemical-induced aneuploidy in mammalian male germ cells.
80 papers published between 1970 and 1984 were evaluated for results pertaining to chemical-induced aneuploidy in mammalian male germ cells. Diverse assays and end points were represented. The assays considered to involve direct measures of aneuploidy were based upon chromosome counts in premeiotic, meiotic, and embryonic cells, and the male pronucleus, or upon phenotypic expression of X-linked genetic markers. Assays in which indirect measures were interpreted as evidence for aneuploidy included those primarily assessing chiasma frequencies, univalent frequencies, and spermatid/sperm sex chromosome body counts. An initial screening to reject studies with insufficient data and those which did not involve a single chemical test agent led to the elimination of 39 papers from further review. The remaining 41 papers reported effects from 46 different chemicals. These papers were rigorously assessed for adequacy of experimental protocols, relevance of end points as direct measures of aneuploidy, and completeness of data presentation and statistical analysis. Criteria specific to each assay were also considered. 4 chemical tests were considered to provide reliable positive or negative aneuploidy data. Cyclophosphamide and chloral hydrate each caused metaphase II hyperploidy when injected into mice. Very limited analyses of trenimon and isoniazid provided negative results. Test findings for 44 chemicals were viewed as inconclusive. It was concluded that standardization of tests to evaluate chemical-induced aneuploidy in male germ cells and the application of these tests towards increasing the data base are badly needed.